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Tokens: CCG + VN roles

Goal: FN + VN roles

Logical representation

units

Annotation 
Problems

# Show how frames provided by 
structured data are triggered in 

the text

# Standard FrameNet annotation 
limited to one-to-one mapping 

targets ⇔ frames

Goals
# How are similar situations 

framed by different texts?

# Develop a FrameNet for Dutch

# Semantic-pragmatic analysis of 
frame variation

# Automatic frame parsing across 
languages

Automatic 
parsing

# Integrate FrameNet and formal 
semantics (DRT)

# Capture event and participant 
(co-)reference and pragmatic 

inference
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← annotation & 
parsing: frames + roles

STRUCTURED 
DATA

TEXTFRAMES

↓ find texts describing 
specific event instances

↓ reference-aware 
FrameNet analysis

SEMANTIC 
THEORY ↓ parse compositional 

semantics & discourse
↓ add frame structures to 

logical representations

· Towards a Dutch FrameNet lexicon and 

parser using the data-to-text method
# Study variation in framing of situations in texts

· # Reference-aware FrameNet annotation
· # DRT-based cross-lingual FrameNet parsing

Killing
Offenses
Weapon

Use_firearm
Commit_crime

Attack

“BAG-OF-FRAMES”

ONE TARGET, MANY FRAMES

Weapon?
Use_Firearm?

ONE FRAME, MANY TARGETS

leave + dead = 
Killing?

deliberately + 
Killing = Offense? 

DUTCH MORPHOLOGY

Attack Commit_crime
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Data-to-text [1]

# Categorize basic level events [2]

# Query Wikidata for the 
registered incidents

# Derive a microworld from the 
structured data

# Obtain reference texts provided 
by Wikidata
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DRT: PARALLEL MEANING BANK [4]

FN = lexicon of frames
Frame = lexical units + 

semantic roles for 
situation/event/concept

Berkeley FN: original 
project for English

Non-English 
projects

FN-PARSING: OPEN-SESAME [3]

Current SOTA

BOOTSTRAPPING 
STRATEGY #1

Use shallow parser, map to DRS 
structures

 

BOOTSTRAPPING 
STRATEGY #2

Use SemLink [ref] to map 
VerbNet to FrameNet

BOOTSTRAPPING 
DEEP FN PARSERS

CHALLENGE #1: 
Frame identification 

bottleneck [5]

CHALLENGE #2:
Frame projection

(English → Dutch, Italian)

For every event 
type, automatically 

determine set of 
frames to be 

annotated

Example: 
murder event

DATA-TO-TEXT PIPELINE

REFERENCE TEXT

IncidentId: Q28036573
EventType: murder
Actor: Anis Amri
Place: Germany
TimeStamp: 2016-12-19

MICROWORLD

Scrape Wikidata for 
specific event types

Use Wikipedia to find 
reference texts
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